Vacuum-mediated multiphoton transitions
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We have measured the emission spectra of two-level-like atoms driven by a spatially inhomogeneous bichromatic field comprised of one resonant and one off-resonant component. Under these excitation conditions, observed spectra consist of several narrow peaks appearing on top of a broad continuumlike structure. This experimental approach provides for selective observation of those spectral features having a Rabi-frequency-independent emission frequency. Such emission processes involve multiphoton transitions, with one leg being spontaneous, between dressed-state levels differing only in their photonic quantum numbers; i.e., between equivalent dressed-state-doublet sublevels. Related vacuum-mediated transitions have recently been invoked as an underlying mechanism of inversionless gain.
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The emission spectra of two-level atoms (TLAs) driven by strong, spatially homogeneous, near-resonant, monochromatic radiation can be qualitatively motivated using the dressed atom model. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the spectrum forms a symmetric, Mollow triplet structure [1] centered at the driving field frequency with central to sideband peaks separation given by the generalized Rabi frequency \( \Omega_1^G \), defined as

\[
\Omega_1^G = \sqrt{\Omega_1^R + \Delta_1^2}
\]

(1)

where \( \Omega_1^R \) is the resonant Rabi frequency, and \( \Delta_1 = \nu_1 - \nu_a \) is the detuning of the excitation field frequency \( \nu_1 \) from the atomic resonance frequency \( \nu_a \). Figure 1(b) schematically depicts how the splitting of the dressed ladder levels \( \Omega_1^G \) increases with \( |\Delta_1| \). The spectral features are intuitively motivated as transitions between atom+field eigenstates (dressed states). Figure 1(c) shows allowed single-photon transitions between pairs of adjacent dressed doublet sublevels. The composite states are defined in the usual manner [2]:

\[
|1(N)\rangle = \sin \theta |g, N+1\rangle + \cos \theta |e, N\rangle,
\]

(2)

\[
|2(N)\rangle = \cos \theta |g, N+1\rangle - \sin \theta |e, N\rangle,
\]

(3)

where \( N \) is the photonic quantum number, \( g(e) \) is the unperturbed ground (excited) atomic state, and \( \theta \) is given as

\[
\tan(2 \theta) = -\frac{\Omega_1^R}{\Delta_1}, \quad 0 \leq \theta < \pi.
\]

(4)

The theory of TLAs in the presence of homogeneous bichromatic excitation fields has received some attention [3,4]. Absorptive experiments have revealed effects such as Rabi subharmonic resonances [5] and the generation of novel gain and loss features [6]. Fluorescence measurements under symmetric (asymmetric) bichromatic driving fields, where spectral components are equally (unequally) detuned from the atomic transition frequency, in both continuous-wave (cw) and transient regimes have demonstrated a variety of complex phenomena and generated new insights into the underlying light-matter interactions [7,8]. For example, a recent experiment measured complicated, multipeaked spectra that are well modeled by doubly dressing the bare atom [4,8]. Interestingly, further exploration of this system may demonstrate the dynamical suppression of spontaneous emission via quantum interference between dressed-state transitions [9].

In the work presented here, we observe emission spectra displayed by TLAs under strong, spatially \textit{inhomogeneous}, cw, bichromatic excitation with one resonant \( (\nu_1) \) and one off-resonant \( (\nu_2) \) field component. The inhomogeneous field experiment of interest here differs from typical measurements wherein the pump fields are made spatially homoge-

FIG. 1. (a) Calculated fluorescence spectrum of a TLA under a strong, monochromatic spatially uniform excitation: \( \Omega_1^R \sim 150 \) MHz, \( \Delta_1 \sim 55 \) MHz, and \( \Gamma = 19 \) MHz. (b) Dressed-state splitting increases as \( \Delta_1 \) is varied. (c) Allowed single-photon transitions (solid arrows) between pairs of adjacent dressed-state sublevel doublets. \( \Omega_1^G \), generalized Rabi-frequency; \( \nu_1 \), pump field frequency; \( \nu_a \), atomic resonance frequency; \( \Delta_1 \), pump field detuning.
neous so that excitation Rabi frequencies have unique values. Inhomogeneous fields, on the other hand, provide a continuum of Rabi frequencies, smearing away spectral peaks whose positions are Rabi-frequency-dependent. Only those spectral peaks having Rabi-frequency-independent locations survive, thereby simplifying the spectrum and isolating certain transition types. Contrasting spectra obtained with spatially uniform excitation with those obtained with spatially inhomogeneous excitation provides a useful tool in understanding complex multifield excitation spectra.

The spectrally sharp features that remain derive from hyper-Raman processes coupling dressed levels differing only in photonic quantum numbers. Such transitions are usefully modeled as multiphoton transitions including a vacuum-mediated (spontaneous) decay step. Remarkably, even in the presence of strong driving fields, these particular processes can also be described in the bare-state basis. Additionally, we note that the irreversible nature of the spontaneous-emission event in these multiphoton transitions breaks the absorption-emission symmetry [10] and allows for potential creation of inversionless gain. While the same two-level driven system supports various parametric gain processes, true laser gain can be identified through its phase insensitivity and ability to "condense" excitation from a broad spectrum into monochromatic output.

The experiment uses a collimated beam (0.75 mm diameter) of two-level-like barium (Ba) atoms in natural abundance from an effusion oven. The atomic beam passes through the center of a 5-cm confocal Fabry-Perot cavity, where it is intersected by an excitation field consisting of one or two spectral components. The cavity axis, laser, and atomic beam are mutually orthogonal. The piezoelectrically scannable cavity gathers and spectrally filters fluorescence, which is detected, after spatial and angular filtering, by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Spectra are measured by monitoring the light power emitted out one end of the cavity as a function of cavity length and therefore cavity transmission frequency. Only a single cavity mode falls within the atomic emission profile. The spectral sweep rate of the cavity mode $\Delta v/\Delta t$ varies by less than 3%, introducing corresponding nonlinearity in observed spectra. The cavity has a free spectral range $(c/4L)$ of 1500 MHz and a finesse of ~500.

In our experiments, the linearly polarized output of a single-mode cw, ring dye laser (RDL) at frequency $v_1$ is frequency-locked via saturation spectroscopic techniques to $v_a$, the frequency of the $(6s^2)\,^1S_0-(6s6p)\,^1P_1$ transition (natural width $\Gamma = 19$ MHz) of nuclear-spin-free $^{138}$Ba [Fig. 2(a)]. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is used to create [Fig. 2(b)] the second driving field component with frequency $v_2 = v_1 - 2\Delta_R$, where $\Delta_R = 80$ MHz is the AOM drive frequency. We define the frequency difference between the two field components $\delta = v_1 - v_2 = 2\Delta_R = 160$ MHz. The dichromatic driving field is spatially separated from the monochromatic beam input to the AOM by a polarization beam-splitter cube (PBS). An electric-optic modulator (EOM) acts as a variable waveplate that, combined with the polarization selectively of the PBS, enables variable amplitude control of the $v_2$ driving field component. The excitation beam may be collimated (focused) as it intersects the atomic beam, creating a spatially homogeneous (inhomogeneous) excitation field. Collimated beams of the diameter employed here do not provide perfectly uniform excitation. It is the large contrast with the focused excitation case that provides useful input regarding the nature of observed spectral peaks. Note, retroreflecting the pump laser beam and creating a standing-wave-like pump offers an alternative means to create the inhomogeneous excitation condition.

When probed by a weak, collimated, orthogonally propagating, monochromatic laser field, the atomic beam displays an absorptive linewidth of $\sim 21$ MHz on the $^{138}$Ba transition, with the excess width as compared to $\Gamma$ attributed to the angular spread of the atomic beam and excitation laser linewidth. It is estimated that the saturation locking scheme maintains $|v_1 - v_a| < 3$ MHz, where deviation from exact orthogonality of the excitation and atomic beams contributes the primary detuning uncertainty. Emission spectra exhibit an instrumental resolution $\Gamma_i \sim 13$ MHz limited by finite cavity resolution and residual atomic beam Doppler broadening.

Figure 3 shows a series of fluorescence spectra of T1As driven by a strong resonant ($v_1 \approx v_a$) monochromatic pump field. Trace (i) depicts the classic Mollow triplet spectrum predicted for a spatially homogeneous resonant Rabi frequency of $\Omega_R^i \sim 200$ MHz [1], while trace (ii) shows experimental results obtained under the same spatially homogeneous excitation, revealing primarily the influence of finite experimental resolution. Some slight additional broadening of the sidebands occurs due to off-resonant excitation of non-$^{138}$Ba isotopes [8] and residual excitation-field inhomogeneity. Trace (iii) illustrates the measured spectrum produced using spatially inhomogeneous excitation (i.e., focused driving field). The sideband peaks are strongly broadened, producing continuumlike shoulders. Peak field intensity has increased such that the maximum $\Omega_R^i = 350$ MHz.

Addition of a second driving field component to the focused excitation beam produces a variety of interesting spectra. In the following, we hold the power of the resonant ex-

FIG. 2. (a) The $(6s^2)\,^1S_0-(6s6p)\,^1P_1$ transition at 553.5 nm in $^{138}$Ba is a two-level-like system: $v_1$, resonant pump field component; $v_2$, off-resonant pump field component; $\delta = v_a - v_2$. (b) Experimental schematic: RDL, ring dye laser; PBS, polarization beam splitter; AOM, acousto-optic modulator; M, mirror; $\lambda/4$, quarter-wave plate; EOM, electro-optic modulator; L1, focusing lens; PL, polarizer, L2, lens; A1 and A2, apertures; PMT, photomultiplier tube; $\Delta_R$, AOM drive signal.
In Fig. 4 from elastic scattering of the resonant pump field component.

Moreover, the central peak develops a wing extending toward lower frequencies. Solid arrows mark the spectral locations of the excitation field components. Dashed arrows indicate prominent new spectral components. In Fig. 4(c), the maximum of $\Omega_2^R$ is increased to 250 MHz and the generated spectral peaks grow in height. Additionally, a small feature at $\nu - \nu_a = 3\delta$ emerges. Note the wide large feature whose peak falls at $\nu - \nu_a = -55$ MHz is actually a smeared Rabi-dependent structure [8,11]. In Fig. 4(d), $\Omega_1^R = \Omega_2^R = 350$ MHz and induced Rabi-independent peaks are even more pronounced.

The sharp features in the fluorescence spectra can be described in terms of multiphoton, hyper-Raman processes whose single spontaneous decay step generates the observed peaks. The lowest-order mechanism appears in the dressed-state basis as a two-photon transition. Allowing the strong resonant pump driving field $\nu_1$ to dress the atom as in Fig. 5(a) and starting in the upper sublevel of the dressed atom doublet, a stimulated emission step induced by $\nu_2$ (dashed arrow) is followed by vacuum-mediated emission (wavy arrow) at frequency $\nu_e = \nu_1 + \delta$. Due to dressed-state symmetry, starting in either dressed doublet sublevel produces spontaneously emitted photons of the same frequency. Figure 5(b) depicts the next higher multiphoton process involving two stimulated photons at $\nu_2$ resulting in the spontaneous photon at $\nu_s = \nu_1 + 2\delta$. Generalizing, fluorescence at $\nu_s = \nu_1 + m\delta$ ($m=1,2,\ldots$) is generated by $m$ stimulated emissions at $\nu_2$. Importantly, the multiphoton processes just described produce emission frequencies independent of excitation field Rabi frequencies because they couple equivalent dressed-state doublet sublevels. The process depicted in Figs. 5 (a)
[Fig. 5(b)] produces the I (II) peak shown in Fig. 4(d), while
the next order process generates the III peak.

Despite the presence of the strong driving fields, these
multiphoton emission processes can also be described in
the bare-state basis. In the bare-state basis, fluorescence at
multiphoton emission processes can also be described in the
the next order process generates the III peak. Figure 5(c)
depicts a bare-state description of the dressed-state process
shown in Fig. 5(a). Two absorbed resonant photons at $\nu_1$
(solid arrows), a stimulated photon at $\nu_2$ (dashed arrow),
combine to yield a spontaneous photon at frequency $\nu_s = \nu_1 + \delta$ (wavy arrow). Figure 5(d) provides a bare-state
description of the Fig. 5(b) dressed-state process. Note that transitions coupling non-
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